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The information contained in our market reports are for information purposes only and are not to be
used or relied upon for any trading position. Advantage Utilities Ltd does not represent or endorse the
accuracy or reliability of any of the content. Advantage Utilities Ltd will have no liability for any loss or
damage caused by reliance on any information contained herein.
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COMMODITY OUTLOOK | OIL, COAL & CARBON

OIL

Macroeconomics

▪ Oil prices settled lower last week despite positive news
regarding OPEC's production cuts.

▪ London’s FTSE 100 continues notching up for an
unprecedented 14 consecutive sessions as the pound fell
further.

▪ Saudi Arabia claims to have reduced production lower
than what was originally agreed, however a massive
1.9 million bpd increase in US crude imports forced
stocks higher and mounted pressure on prices.

▪ Concerns over ’hard Brexit’ following comments by
Prime Minister May together with weaker financial and
health care sector stocks are pushing Sterling down,
making national stocks cheaper for foreign investors.

▪ Further evidence of compliance is needed for market
participants to build confidence on OPEC's
commitments.
▪ According to Thomson Reuters Oil Research &
Forecasts analysis, exports from the Arab Gulf to date
have largely trended lower compared to December
levels, pointing at broadly good levels of compliance.
▪ If there is a continuation on this decrease in global oil
production, the current oil glut situation could be
sorted by the end of the year.

CARBON
▪ Carbon market saw a volatile week with first two sessions dominated by short-covering and positive auction
results.
▪ That situation led to a bull run on Monday and Tuesday,
however the EUA Dec-17 contract erased most of its
gains on Thursday dampened by narrowing clean dark
spread to finally end the week at previous Friday’s
close.
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COMMODITY OUTLOOK | GAS MARKET

GAS

MONTHLY GAS CONTRACTS
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▪ The main bullish driver over the last week has been the
increase in demand due to colder weather.
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▪ The market rallied strongly last week as forecasts generally came in much cooler across the whole continent,
despite the robust and stable gas supply coming into
the UK.
▪ The risk of strong gas demand on the back of cold
weather has affected most of the prompt contracts,
spreading the sentiment to the rest of the curve.
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▪ The 2017 has started off with a very cold bang,
meaning Europe will have to pay a premium to stay
warm.
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Uk Gas Supply sources

▪ A shortage in Southern Europe caused some gas to be
diverted from NWE too, and the rally in coal will have
added support, since gas prices are now within the
coal-switching band for generation.
▪ Over the next few weeks the focus will be on weather
forecasts again, however, the forecast for February
has come in warmer than average.

GAS SEASONAL CONTRACTS
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COMMODITY OUTLOOK | POWER MARKET

POWER

MONTHLY POWER CONTRACTS

▪ Volatility is affecting the electricity market but most
of the long term contracts continue moving on the
upside trend.
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▪ The cold weather situation which is affecting the UK
gas market has hit electricity market as well due to
increased CCGT generation.
▪ Concerns over ’hard Brexit’ following comments by
Prime Minister May together with weaker economic
data are not helping Sterling to recover, which make
power contracts move up.
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▪ A significant supply risk has been removed from the
market after EDF confirmed last month that seven
nuclear reactors shut down for safety checks would
be up and running again and there would be “no
problem” with power supplies for the rest of the
winter.
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THE UK ENERGY MIX GENERATION

▪ The reduced supply risk following the restart of
Nuclear power capacity in France has driven down
the UK’s forecast demand for gas for power generation this winter.
▪ However the cold weather forecast could change
that situation.

SEASONAL POWER CONTRACTS
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COMMODITY OUTLOOK | STORAGE, FLOWS & DEMAND

BREXIT RISK

Brent crude oil price

The uncertainty of how the UK is going to be
impacted by leaving the European Union is the
question mark surrounding every European financial
market.
Pound Sterling was smacked down to a new multiyear lows against the Dollar and fell sharply against
other major currencies following Theresa May
comments about taking control of UK immigration
which has become a red line in upcoming Brexit negotiations.
This clashes with the EU's own red line that free
movement of labour is a prerequisite for membership
to the EU's single market and the question of single
market access granted to the UK following Brexit is
what is driving the Pound at present.
It would appear the UK are starting to fight back in a
debate that has almost exclusively centred on the
terms dictated by the EU side of the table.
The price of gas and electricity in the UK is already
being affected by this political risk hitting Britain’s
economy, with exchange rates and increasing
inflation decreasing the buying power of the UK
pound.

Cold weather forecast

Weather vs. gas demand
Freezing weather has returned to Europe with
a vengeance after two mild winters, sending the
region’s natural gas prices soaring. Day-ahead gas in
the U.K., a benchmark for the region, rose for a
fourth day to the highest in more than two years as
Europe braces itself for sub-zero temperatures that
will boost demand for the heating and powergeneration fuel. Smaller-than-normal volumes in
storage and competition from countries around the
world for liquefied natural gas cargoes are also driving the gains.
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ABOUT ADVANTAGE UTILITIES
Advantage Utilities was formed over 15 years ago with the desire to become
the leading boutique energy consultancy. We know first-hand how vital it is for
businesses to achieve cost savings wherever possible.
We set out with a clear goal in mind – to enable small-medium sized UK organisations access the most competitively priced energy at the right time and in
the simplest way.
We provide jargon free advice, conversations with real people and a time and
cost efficient all-inclusive service. We wanted to give UK businesses just like
ourselves a competitive advantage when they were in the market for securing
a new energy deal.
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